INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS
Acta Alimentaria publishes original research papers, review articles (from invited
authors only), preliminary communications, book reviews, and announcements in the field of
food science. Papers are accepted on the understanding that they have not been published or
submitted for publication elsewhere and that they are subject to peer review. Papers accepted
for publication by the editorial board are subject to editorial revision. A pdf copy of the
License Agreement will be sent to authors of papers accepted for publication.
Manuscripts will be processed only after receiving the signed copy of the agreement,
preferably by e-mail.
Permissions: It is the responsibility of the author to obtain written permission for
quotations, and for the reprinting of illustrations or tables.
Submission of manuscripts. Acta Alimentaria prefers electronic submission of
manuscripts. Manuscripts should be uploaded to the Editorial Manager at www.
editorialmanager.com/aalim or http://www.edmgr.com/aalim/.
Presentation of manuscripts
Manuscripts should be written in clear, concise, and grammatically correct English. The
file should be submitted in standard Word format, typed double-spaced, with normal margins,
maximum 12 pages (or 20,000 characters with spaces, including tables, figure captions and
references, too), letter type Times New Roman, 12 points size. The order should be as follows:
title, abstract, keywords, text, acknowledgements, references, tables, figure captions, figures.
For more information contact the editor.
Title. The title should be concise and informative, not exceeding 20 words. A short
running title of no more than 40 characters should also be supplied.
This is followed by the initial(s) of first name(s) and surname of the author(s) (beginning
with a capital and continuing with small capital letters, all 12 points letter size, this refers to
all names in text and references, too) and the name(s) of the institution(s) the author(s)
work(s) at.
The affiliation should be marked with letters, e.g.
V. CSERÉPa*, Z. KATIa and T. OKOSb,
Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Chemical Engineering, Technical University, Great
Street 1, Zip code City. Country
b
Food Research Institute, Small street 2, Zip code City. Country

a

The corresponding author should be marked with an asterisk, and phone, fax number
(if available) and e-mail address are to be given in the footnote of the 1st page, as follows:
*To whom correspondence should be addressed
Phone: ; fax: ; e-mail:.
Abstract should not exceed 200 words. Keywords should not exceed 6.
Text. References in the text should be cited by names. In case of two authors, in text:
SMITH and LOW (2000), if in brackets: (SMITH & LOW, 2000). In case of more than two authors,
in text: SMITH and co-workers (2004); if in brackets: (SMITH et al., 2004).
The article should be divided into the following parts: Abstract; Introduction (without
titles);
1. Materials and methods (do not describe known methods in detail, refer to their
source). Subtitles in decimal system (i.e. 1.1., 1.2. and 1.2.1. etc.), titles are italic;

2. Results and discussion. Results can also be subtitled as above. Results should be
concise, pointing at the trends (do not repeat numerical results shown in figures and tables).
The findings should be discussed here, in comparison to results of others;
3. Conclusions. Should be short and concise, pointing at the most important findings
and the outlook.
Acknowledgement (without a title), is separated from the text by an asterisk.
Footnotes should only be used if absolutely necessary.
References. The number of references should not exceed 25 in an original research
paper, and 50 in a review paper. The reference list (References) should be in alphabetical
order as follows:
– Periodicals: Names and initials of all the authors; year of publication in parentheses;
colon; title of the paper; title of the periodical (italic); volume number (italic), inclusive page
numbers. Issue number (in brackets following the volume number) should be indicated only
if the page numbering is not continuous in the volume. Non-English titles should be translated
into English and given in brackets after the original one.
– Books: Names and initials of all the authors; year of publication in parentheses; colon;
title of the book (italic); publishing house, place of publication; inclusive page numbers. In
case of referring to a chapter: Author name(s), (year): title of the chapter. Name(s) of the
Editor of the book (followed by. Ed., or Eds, in brackets), title of the book, publisher, place
of publication, inclusive page numbers.
– url: ELLISON, S.L.R. and WILLIAMS, A. (Eds). (2012): Eurachem/CITAC guide:
Quantifying uncertainty in analytical measurement, 3rd edition, Available at http://www.
eurachem.org/index.php/publications/guides/quam (last accessed 25 March 2013)
– Remove bibliography field codes (EndNote, BibTeX, etc.) from the text and
references, as well.
Tables. Each table bearing a title should be self-explanatory. They should be mentioned
in the text, numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals and placed on separate sheets at
the end of the manuscript, following the References. Their approximate position should be
indicated on the margin of the manuscript, or in the text in a separate line. Please use no
vertical lines, horizontals only at the top, bottom and under heading.
Figures. Colour, as well as black and white figures / images: TIFF, EPS, Postscript, JPG,
JPEG, GIF, or PICT formats are acceptable. All figures should be numbered consecutively
with Arabic numerals and the approximate position should be indicated on the margin. No
frames or grid lines. Colour figures will be placed for an extra fee in the printed version, but
they will be in colour in the electronic version. Each figure should have a caption, not within
the figure. The captions to all figures should be typed on a separate sheet, following the
tables.
The total number of tables and figures should not exceed 8.
Advertisements may be inserted at the rates of the Publisher.
Proofs. Pdf proofs will be sent to the corresponding author, who is requested to return it
to the Editor within 48 hours of receipt. List of corrections should be sent separately by
e-mail.
Self-archiving. Offprints and PDF files. The Author is entitled to self-archive the
preprint version of her/his manuscript. The preprint version is the Author’s manuscript or the
galley proof or the Author’s manuscript along with the corrections made in the course of the
peer review process. The Author’s right to self-archive is irrespective of the format of the
preprint (.doc, .tex, .pdf) version and self-archiving includes the free circulation of this file

via e-mail or publication of this preprint on the Author’s webpage or on the Author’s
institutional repository with open or restricted access. When self-archiving a paper the Author
should clearly declare that the archived file is not the final published version of the paper, he/
she should quote the correct citation and enclose a link to the published paper (http://dx.doi.
org/[DOI of the Article without brackets]).
Offprints and/or PDF files of the Acta Alimentaria papers can be ordered at journal-ad@
akkrt.hu. See http://www.akkrt.hu/offprint for details and rates.
*
Open Access. Authors can use the Optional Open Access publication model for a specific
publishing fee. It is an option for the author to pay the Article Processing Charge (APC) and
have the final full text version of his/her article published as an Open Access one. The full
text of an Open Access paper is freely accessible through the official website of the journal.
These papers are also published in the printed journals as well as all the traditional ones. The
peer review process and the quality requirements are the same in case of both traditional and
Open Access manuscripts. Both accepted new manuscripts and papers published earlier can
be Open Access. The APC of an Open Access article is EUR 978 (incl. VAT), but it can be
even less. Akadémiai Kiadó offers discounts for Hungarian authors, institutions of low- and
middle-income countries and Editorial Board members. Discounts may not be combined.
The above fee does not include any normal (excess) page fees and colour charges. By signing
the Open Access License Agreement and paying the APC, the Author retains the ownership
and further rights related to the Article while ensuring the wide accessibility of the Article in
the written and electronic media controlled by Akadémiai Kiadó. See www.oopenart.com for
details. Should you have any questions, please contact the editors of the journal.

